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Rationale and Objectives: Discrepancy rates for interpretations produced in a call situation are one metric to evaluate residents during
training. Current benchmarks, reported in previous studies, do not consider the effects of practice pattern variability among attending
radiologists. This study aims to investigate the impact of attending variability on resident discrepancy rates to determine if the current
benchmarks are an accurate measure of resident performance and, if necessary, update discrepancy benchmarks to accurately identify residents performing below expectations.
Materials and Methods: All chest radiographs, musculoskeletal (MSK) radiographs, chest computed tomographies (CTs), abdomen and
pelvis CTs, and head CTs interpreted by postgraduate year-3 residents in a call situation over 5 years were reviewed for the presence of a
significant discrepancy and composite results compared to prior findings. Simulations of the expected discrepancy distribution for an “average
resident” were then performed using Gibbs sampling, and this distribution was compared to the actual resident distribution.
Results: A strong inverse correlation between resident volume and discrepancy rates was found. There was wide variability among
attendings in both overread volume and propensity to issue a discrepancy, although there was no significant correlation. Simulations
show that previous benchmarks match well for chest radiographs, abdomen and pelvis CTs, and head CTs but not for MSK radiographs and chest CTs. The simulations also demonstrate a large effect of attending practice patterns on resident discrepancy rates.
Conclusions: The large variability in attending practice patterns suggests direct comparison of residents using discrepancy rates is
unlikely to reflect true performance. Current benchmarks for chest radiographs, abdomen and pelvis CTs, and head CTs are appropriate and correctly flag residents whose performance may benefit from additional attention, whereas those for MSK radiographs and
chest CTs are likely too strict.
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INTRODUCTION

T

here is increasing use of metrics to demonstrate competency and measure performance of trainees across
all specialties of medicine (1–3). Within radiology, discrepancy rates for study interpretations made in call situations,
without immediate attending input or oversight, are commonly incorporated into resident feedback (4,5). This feedback
may be occasional, in the form of missed case conferences or
a semiannual meeting with the program director, or in near
real-time implemented in a dashboard that residents can access
via a web interface (5–7).
Many radiology residency programs calculate on-call discrepancy rates of trainees to understand trainee performance (8,9).
At our institution, a previous study investigated the distribuAcad Radiol 2017; 24:694–699
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tion of individual discrepancy rates across all residents (10).
Although many factors contribute to trainee discrepancies, rates
greater than anticipated, falling above 1.5% for radiographs
and 4.0% for computed tomographies (CTs) (approximately
two standard deviations above the mean), are considered outliers and indicate the potential need for intervention to ensure
the resident performs at a level adequate for training (11–13).
These values are in line with discrepancy rates reported elsewhere (14–17). To ensure adequate sampling of an individual
resident, the cutoffs were applied only after residents had interpreted greater than 200 radiographs and 50 CTs in total.
However, wide variation in attending radiologist practice patterns may also contribute to the distribution of major discrepancies,
the extent of which is currently unknown. There is a possibility
that this metric is more reflective of which particular attending
radiologist is responsible for overreading studies on a given shift
than the resident themselves. This is particularly concerning for
study types that occur infrequently and for which annual interpreted volume is typically low for individual residents.
Understanding the contribution of dynamic variables such
as attending practice behavior and scheduling requires probabilistic modeling. Monte Carlo simulations are a common
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method to explore the magnitude and distribution of probabilistic effects (18). This procedure, which involves simulating
a system many thousands of times, builds an expected probability distribution of the simulated system for comparison to
actual observations. Understanding the impact of attending
behavior is necessary to determine if discrepancy rates are an
accurate metric of resident performance.
To address these issues, we first analyze resident discrepancy rates and compare these to prior reports while measuring
the variability in attending overread behavior. We then simulate the performance of an average resident to understand
how the magnitude of attending behavioral variability impacts
resident discrepancy rates. Finally, we propose updated benchmarks incorporating these data to ensure the benchmarks
accurately identify residents performing below expectations.

critical finding, unlikely to affect patient care, was missed or
a slight modification of a pertinent finding’s interpretation is
made in the final report. Examples would include a missed
definitively benign lesion such as a liver hemangioma, the addition of a possible diagnosis to the differential, or a dictation
error claiming that a surgically absent organ appears normal.
A “major” discrepancy is used when an interpretation error
may cause significant clinical impact or if the error demonstrates
performance clearly below expectation for the level of training.
Although some studies have described consensus interpretations
between radiologists well below 100% (19,20), for the purposes
of this study the interpretation of the attending is considered
correct. Note that no reference list of findings which definitively constitute a major discrepancy exists, and the variation
in usage between attending radiologists is a focus of this paper.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Discrepancy Data Analysis

Institutional review board exemption was granted for the data
collected in this study.

All chest radiographs, musculoskeletal (MSK) radiographs, chest
CTs, abdomen and pelvis CTs, and head CTs interpreted by PGY-3
residents in a call situation between July 1, 2010 and June 30,
2015 were reviewed for the presence of a major discrepancy.
The standardized nature of the attestation macros allowed this
process to be automated with simple report parsing. A webbased case log, updated daily, was already in place, and the volume
and discrepancy data were extracted from the database back-end
(6). The bulk of the call burden at our institution falls on PGY-3
residents, and only studies interpreted by these residents were
analyzed to eliminate variability caused by level of training.
Angiographic CTs, other than those performed for the evaluation of pulmonary embolism, were not included secondary
to the relatively low per-resident volume. Ultrasound studies
were excluded because the performing technologist may influence the trainee’s interpretation.
All calculations were performed using the R statistical package
(21). Summary statistics were compiled by study type for every
attending to determine their individual propensity for issuing
a major discrepancy as well as the proportional volume of each
study type they overread. Summary statistics were also calculated for residents to determine the average individual major
discrepancy rates and the overall average volume interpreted
for each study type. Residents were excluded from analysis
for a particular study type if they had not interpreted sufficient examinations (200 for radiographs or 50 for CTs).
Correlation between measured resident major discrepancy rates
and individual volume interpreted for each study type was
calculated using Pearson product moment correlation.

Resident Call Structure

Trainees’ interpretations of evening and weekend examinations on call were evaluated at an academic program covering
two large hospitals with busy emergency departments, one
of which is a Level-I Trauma Center. Subspecialty attending radiologists provide immediate feedback and final review
of trainee reports during regular business hours (weekdays from
7:30 AM to 5:00 PM). During evenings and weekends oncall trainees produce preliminary reports, whereas subspecialty
attending radiologists are available for consultation from home.
All trainees, beginning with the postgraduate year (PGY)-3
year, generate full-length preliminary reports for all emergency department and inpatient modalities other than magnetic
resonance imaging and neurologic CT angiograms, including both stat and routine imaging. Preliminary interpretations
for those studies are produced by radiology fellows.
Residents at our institution begin to take independent call at
the start of the PGY-3 year, with two to three trainees on call
at any given time. The majority of call shifts, divided into overnight and weekend duties, are covered by PGY-3 residents. Two
limited afternoon or evening shifts stationed at the Level-I Trauma
Center are covered by PGY-4 and PGY-5 residents. Throughout training all residents cover an approximately equal number
of each shift.
Preliminary Report Overreading

All resident reports are reviewed by subspecialty attending radiologists the following morning, including on weekends.
Attestation macros issued by attending radiologists include one
of five grades of discrepancy ratings when reviewing a call
study. “Great Call,” “Agree,” and “Addition” indicate general
agreement with the resident’s interpretation, possibly with small
clarifications. A “minor” discrepancy is used when a non-

Simulations

Simulation of an “average resident” was performed for each
study type using a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm known
as Gibbs sampling (22). Specifically, simulation of a single interpretation consisted of randomly assigning the study to an
attending weighted by relative attending overread volumes.
After that assignment, a major discrepancy was randomly issued
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based on that attending’s major discrepancy issuance rate. This
simulation algorithm was repeated for the average interpreted volume of that study type to generate a single instance
of an average resident. For example, a single instance of an
average resident interpreting chest radiographs includes 1157
simulated studies.
This procedure was repeated 100,000 times per study type
to calculate a distribution of the average resident’s expected
discrepancy rate that only reflects attending variability. A binomial curve was fit to each simulated distribution.
Updated Benchmarks

The resulting distributions from the simulations were compared to the measured resident discrepancy rates for each study
type. By integrating the area underneath the binomial curve,
an updated benchmark was generated for each study type at
the 95th percentile.
RESULTS
Measured Discrepancy Data

From a total of 42 residents spanning the five academic years,
18,599 imaging reports were included. The average resident
interpretation volume, major discrepancy rate, and correlation of discrepancy rate and interpretation volume, separated
by study type, are listed in Table 1. Most study types had nearly
all residents meeting the minimum interpreted volume for analysis. Chest CT was the exception, with 33 out of the 42
meeting the minimum volume.
There was a statistically significant inverse relationship
between interpretation volume and major discrepancy rate for
all study types except chest CTs. In other words, the more
cases of a given study type residents interpreted, the lower
their major discrepancy rate.
Large variability was seen in all study types for both attending radiologist proportional overread volumes and
discrepancy issuance rates (Fig 1). Note that only the five
attendings with the largest proportional overread volumes are
displayed in Figure 1, although all contributing attendings were
included in the simulation. As an example, for chest CTs, the
attending with the highest proportional overread volume of

18.3% had a major discrepancy issuance rate of 4.7%, whereas
the attending with the next highest volume of 13.6% had a
major discrepancy issuance rate of 0.4%.
Simulation Data

Simulations show that the mean simulated discrepancy rates
were nearly equal to the resident discrepancy rates, as would
be expected given that the discrepancy distributions used in
the simulation were derived from the resident data. That the
mean simulated rates are slightly lower is a reflection of the
correlation between discrepancy rate and resident volume,
which is not modeled in the simulation.
Plots of the actual resident and simulated distributions show
large overlap of the bulk of the distributions, with several residents falling above current benchmarks as well as the 95th
percentile of the simulated results (Fig 2). The current benchmarks of 1.5% for radiographs and 4.0% for CTs matched well
with the 95th percentile for chest radiographs, and are slightly
lenient for abdomen and pelvis CTs and head CTs. For MSK
radiographs and chest CTs, however, the current benchmarks fall near the middle of the distributions.
DISCUSSION
Average resident major discrepancy rates were in line with
expectations based on the prior study from our institution used
to generate the original benchmarks as well as other published reports, although other recent work has suggested
underreporting of significant discrepancies (10,14–16,23). All
study types except chest CT showed an inverse relationship
between resident volume and discrepancy rate. This finding
could reflect more comfort with a particular study type with
increased practice, a correlation between resident interpretation speed and accuracy, or a combination of the two.
There was wide variability among the practice patterns of
attending radiologists, both in the proportional volume of studies
they overread and the rate at which they issued major discrepancies. This variability holds true for the five study types
investigated.
The Monte Carlo simulations reveal the extent to which
attending practice variations impact the discrepancy rate variability seen among residents. Figure 2 demonstrates that there

TABLE 1. Volume and Discrepancy Rate Information for PGY-3 Residents. The Correlation of the Resident Volume and
Resident Discrepancy Rate Was Performed Using Pearson Product Moment Correlation

Study Type
Chest radiograph
MSK radiograph
Chest CT
Abdominal and pelvis CT
Head CT

Residents Meeting
Minimum Volume

Average
Volume

Resident
Discrepancy Rate

Volume/Rate
Correlation

Volume/Rate
P Value

41
38
33
42
42

1157 ± 523
474 ± 130
103 ± 31
223 ± 78
169 ± 58

1.11 ± 0.82%
1.73 ± 1.32%
3.01 ± 2.31%
2.13 ± 1.26%
1.86 ± 1.33%

−0.651
−0.613
−0.297
−0.381
−0.354

P < .0001
P < .0001
P = .093
P = .013
P = .021

CT, computed tomography; PGY, postgraduate years.
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Figure 1. Attending radiologists’ relative overread volume and propensity to issue a major discrepancy, separated by study type. Attending radiologists are sorted by relative volume within each study. High percentages that map off the scale of the graph are represented by a
break in the bar with the value printed at the top. Note that only the top five radiologists by volume are shown for each study, and the letter
designations are separate for each study type.

is extensive overlap between the actual resident distributions
and the simulated distributions for all study types. These findings imply that individual discrepancy rates exhibit substantial
uncertainty because of attending variability. Importantly, if
discrepancy rates are used to compare the performance of two
residents, this uncertainty will often be larger than the difference in rates. Major discrepancy rates, as currently
implemented, are not an appropriate method to rank the performance of individual residents.
Although the simulations argue against direct comparison
for near-average residents using discrepancy rates, they also
provide an upper bound for the magnitude of this uncertainty and suggest these rates can be used to flag performance
below expectations. The benchmarks, set at the 95th percentile for each study type, match well with the criteria reported

in the prior study for chest radiographs, abdomen and pelvis
CTs, and head CTs.
For MSK radiographs and chest CTs, however, the current
benchmarks reside in the middle of the simulated distribution, and for MSK radiographs below the mean. As shown
in Figure 2 and listed in Table 2, a more appropriate benchmark for these specific study types would be 2.5% for MSK
radiographs and 5.8% for chest CTs. The original benchmarks were calculated by modality without sub-analysis by
specialty so the findings here do not necessarily contradict what
was reported previously (10).
The large effect of attending practice variability on resident discrepancy rates suggests that the benchmark rates reported
here likely need to be updated when applied to other institutions, and even over time within each institution because
697
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Figure 2. Histograms of the actual resident discrepancy rates (gray) and the simulated distributions (diagonal lines) for each study type.
The black line represents a fitted binomial curve for the simulated data. The dashed line shows the current benchmark, whereas the dotted
line shows the suggested benchmark at two standard deviations above the mean of the simulated data. The relative likelihood is a scaled
measure such that the summed height of the bars in each group total 100%.

TABLE 2. Discrepancy Rate Information for Residents and the Simulated Distribution. The 95th Percentile of the Binomial
Distribution Was Calculated from a Fit of the Simulated Data

Study Type
Chest radiograph
MSK radiograph
Chest CT
Abdominal and pelvis CT
Head CT

Resident
Discrepancy
Rate %)

Simulated
Discrepancy
Rate (%)

Current
Benchmark (%)

Binomial 95th
Percentile (%)

1.11 ± 0.82
1.73 ± 1.32
3.01 ± 2.31
2.13 ± 1.26
1.86 ± 1.33

0.88 ± 0.28
1.53 ± 0.56
2.96 ± 1.67
1.97 ± 0.93
1.71 ± 1.00

1.5
1.5
4.0
4.0
4.0

1.38
2.53
5.83
3.59
3.55

CT, computed tomography; MSK, musculoskeletal.
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of changes in staffing and scheduling. Future directions could
include individual expectations calculated separately for each
resident based on their study volume and adjusted for the attending radiologists who overread those studies.

CONCLUSIONS
Resident perception of wide variability in attending practice
patterns is accurate, and simulations suggest that major discrepancy rates should not be used to directly compare resident
performance. However, this metric can be used to flag outliers whose performance is below expectations.
Globally, measured resident discrepancy rates are in line with
prior studies, although sub-analysis by study type has allowed
calculation of study-specific statistics not previously reported. Benchmarks calculated from the simulations provide
modality and subspecialty-specific cutoffs to identify residents who may benefit from additional attention or remediation.
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